The number of travelers is growing (8.2 billion air travelers expected by 2037). The forms of trans-border criminality are becoming very diverse. Budget and resources continue to be scarce. How are you supposed to address these conflicting challenges? Choose our solution to increase security and speed up legitimate movements across borders.

IDEMIA’s multi-biometric, self-service kiosk performs fast and reliable immigration pre-checks and traveler registrations for air, land and sea borders. Easy to connect to your Entry/Exit system, it speeds up border crossing time while increasing security and convenience.

Secure
- Enables data capture and security checks before reaching the border guard counter or eGates
- Compliant with the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

User-friendly
- Group, family processing
- Intuitive, ergonomic, non-intrusive

Easy operation
- Support border guard in decision-making process
- Customizable, mobile border guard app to support traveler exception management and field operations

Flexible design
- Multitude of design configurations
- Smart borders ready: EU Entry/Exit system

IDEMIA, your #1 partner for border control programs

Drawing upon decades of experience in deploying border control programs worldwide, IDEMIA has an in-depth knowledge of national and international requirements to meet your expectations and timelines. We provide an interoperable, fully scalable suite of products and services that help governments design their border control solution.

With more than 40 years of experience in biometrics, our top-ranked algorithms combined with our security-driven turnkey solutions deliver operational efficiency to the most demanding customers in the world. IDEMIA deployed the world’s first two-step biometric automated border control solution, using facial recognition, in Australia and New Zealand. IDEMIA is the only company in the world that manages the largest global biometric program, Aadhaar – 1.3 billion records (fingerprint, face, iris). IDEMIA has also implemented a multi-biometric Entry/Exit solution for eBorders program in the UAE, integrating face, iris and fingerprint.
Versatile, modular self-service kiosk

Multi-biometrics: face, fingerprints, iris

SECURE
› Embedded anti-spoofing capabilities
› High-quality biometric capture
› Best matching accuracy through IDEMIA’s deep learning technologies
› Biometrics integration into 2D barcode/QR code: smallest biometric template on the market

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
› Robust for challenging port environments
› Aesthetic design to integrate harmoniously into your environment
› Small footprint: limited overall height and a colored light signal for 360 degree visibility

EASY OPERATION
› Optimize total cost of ownership: effective use of space and resources and easy to maintain
› Adapt to lighting variations
› Customizable workflow and GUI
› Centralized technical monitoring and maintenance supervision modules (MorphoMaestro)

USER-FRIENDLY
› Remove passport scan at eCounters and eGates
› Suitable for a wide range of traveler profiles
› Less waiting time, reduced traveler stress
› Fastest capture and matching time: < 2 sec
› Touchless fingerprints capture ready
› Automatic retrieval of eDeclarations ready: smartphone 2D/QR code reading
› Integrated touchscreen capability: user can interact through a simple interface for an improved experience

TravelKiosk additional benefits

VERSATILE, MODULAR SELF-SERVICE KIOSK

Multiple design configurations

Customizable GUI

2D/QR code reader

Various travel document reader

Touchscreen

Various status light colors

Integrated printer

Movable

LIGHT VERSION

Multi-biometrics: face, fingerprints, iris
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